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Life Stories of Amazing People
Welcome to this Amazing People Club eBook, which contains unique and
fascinating life stories. This ebook is provided on a sponsored promotional
basis and recipients agree they will not use it for sale or resale. It is part of
a series developed by the Amazing People Club, written in the form of a
BioView®, which is a short name for a biographical interview.
A BioView® is a new concept that reveals amazing stories, as if the person
has given an interview about their life. Each of the stories can normally be
read in around five to ten minutes and is based on the known facts of the
individual’s life alongside what they may have felt about their experiences.
BioViews® provide an easy way of learning about people who made major
contributions to our world. The unique format and flow enables each person’s
story to come alive, as if it is being personally told to you. Each one of them
reflects the interests, emotions and passions linked to the amazing person’s
achievements. They are stories that can provide inspiration and ideas for your
own journey through life and we hope you will enjoy them.
The career notes at the end of each story provide background information on
each person’s life, reflecting their achievements and some of the recognition
they have received.
Please visit www.amazingpeopleclub.com to explore this book and audio
series.
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Lillian Gilbreth

1878–1972
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When I was 46 years old, my husband died
We had 12 children
Difficult decisions had to be made
Many questions went through my mind
Should I continue the business we had developed?
How could I do that and look after the family?
The choices I made shaped the rest of my life
Was it possible to have a career and a family?
Many women subsequently have faced similar issues
My background influenced the way I approached the decisions
It started when I left school
My father was against my proposal to study at university
The eldest of his nine children, he had other ideas for me
He thought a more practical approach would be better
Finding a job and earning an income was what he meant
Literature and music appealed to me
In due course, I persuaded him that I should go to university
Few women had such opportunities at that time
Soon after commencing at Columbia University, I took ill
It took some time to recover and I decided to start again
The University of California, Berkeley, offered me a place
By 1902, I had gained a Master’s Degree in English Literature
That is when I began to read books on psychology
About the same time, I met Frank Gilbreth
He was ten years older than me, and I was attracted to him
Starting as a bricklayer, he became a building contractor
Next, he developed skills as a management engineer
These professional skills were to have a big impact on my life
He wanted to improve the way people worked
To do this, he studied their actions on the job
Later, this was called ‘Work Study’
It was also called ‘Time and Motion’, and other names
To me, it made sense and was in line with my father’s advice
It was practical, useful and helpful
Frank and I wrote a number of books
My name did not appear on them
It was felt that a woman’s name would undermine the sales
Managers did not buy business books written by women
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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It was assumed women knew little about such issues
Nevertheless, we were working on key issues that improved profits
New methods for analyzing work, called ‘Therbligs’, were introduced
Gilbreth more-or-less spelled backwards
I therefore changed my university study to the psychology of work
This raised a number of eyebrows amongst the faculty
First of all, psychology was seen as a new and questionable subject
Secondly, people asked, ‘What does a woman know about work issues?’
Particularly those associated with engineering
I made it my job to find out by working with my husband
In effect, I was an apprentice learning the terms and techniques
It was fascinating to observe how people did their work
Some were careful and safe
Some were organized and efficient
Some were fast and furious
The consequences were important
Those who took too many risks had unsafe work practices
Injuries and time off work was the result, and in some cases death
Those who were too slow raised the costs and profit was lost
Those who had thought out the best ways of working were successful
These different ways of working became the subject for my PhD thesis
At the same time, we decided to have a family
Again, I learnt most from practice
It was a whole new world, with many sleep-interrupted nights
Followed by demanding work-filled days
Through it all, Frank and I worked as a team at home and at work
We employed the work improvement principles in our own lives
It enabled me to complete my doctoral studies in time
The thesis was positively reviewed by the faculty
However, the University refused to award me the PhD
They said it was necessary to do a year in residence on campus
That was impossible as I had a young family
In addition, my work took place on building and engineering sites
Sitting on a campus was a waste of time
The University totally missed the point on the practical aspects
The Academic Senate said that I had not met their requirements
Irrelevant procedures had taken over from scientific research
Disappointment and frustration set in after so much hard work
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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This was compounded when publishers rejected my book
They said the subject was not likely to have a wide enough market
Again, limited vision from so-called ‘experts’ retarded progress
Not easily deterred, I published installments in an engineering journal
I also wrote a book entitled The Psychology of Management
Published in 1914, it became a successful and influential publication
The lesson was not to give up and let others dictate the agenda
In the meantime, I continued my role as a full-time mother
It meant that the family had to be well organized
We were up early and late to bed

During this time, we moved to the other side of the USA
At Brown University, I studied scientific management
The focus was on the work of school teachers and pupils
The title was The Elimination of Waste and it was published in 1915
I was awarded my PhD three days before giving birth to my seventh child
It was a challenging time as we moved out of the construction business
Together, we set up a consulting business on work improvement
It provided employers with ideas and services for work simplification
These included process charts, safety systems, and efficiency techniques
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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Job redesign and a focus on psychology at work were key factors
Attention was given to helping people with handicaps get work
In this way, our advice went well beyond a systematic approach
There was a concern for people, their safety and careers
Our work had an impact on work health issues and people’s lives
We worked on motivational systems, like suggestion schemes
Also, on issues like the effect of fatigue and tiredness at work
Inevitably, our work involved discussions with union representatives
They recognized that involving people in work decisions was vital
So did some employers, but not all of them were supportive
To us, it was not just about doing a job and getting a wage
Some people said our job simplification approach created problems
Repetition in jobs, they said, led to boredom
It was an important issue, as technology took over more jobs
Our work was not easy, but much was achieved to improve conditions
Then in 1924, Frank died
It was a sad and traumatic time
Discussion with our older children helped
Some were at the age when they were making their own way in the world
The others were still young, and needed a lot of attention
Should I continue with the Gilbreth Inc. business we had developed?
I decided to keep active and fulfill my husband’s work
To do this, I thought it would be best to join a professional group
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (AMSE) agreed
Many people were surprised
They asked, ‘What does a woman know about engineering?’
In 1926, I became the first female member of the profession
It proved to be a good decision
Over the next 40 years, I was involved extensively in business
It was the practical laboratory for my research and academic work
During that time, I wrote on key work topics
Including leadership, job analysis, training, incentives and recruitment
Also, on issues of time management, motivation and health and safety
The work took me into many organizations
General Electric became a major client
The redesign of kitchens and household appliances was a special interest
It led me to invent a system for shelves inside refrigerators
Also, I developed the foot-controlled pedal for trash cans
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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In 1927 and 1928, I wrote two books for women based on my experiences
They focused on ways women could raise a family and work in business
The Home Maker and Her Job
Living with Our Children
The books reflected my experience and practice
In between, I taught at Bryn Mawr College and Rutgers University
Again, some people asked what a woman knew about engineering
Purdue University appointed me Professor of Management in 1935

They were the first University to appoint a woman to that role
It was the start of a new and long journey
Balancing the needs of my family and my career was not easy
At times, I should have been in two places at once
No doubt, I may have chosen the wrong option at times
But time management and work study are valuable tools for such issues
My family developed as a strong unit and supported me
I continued to research, teach, write and consult with business
Beyond that, I was given various awards for my work
In particular, an award in 1966 was appreciated
The American Society of Civil Engineers awarded me the Hoover Medal
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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Other invitations to serve on major projects arrived
These included being an advisor to the USA Government
It was a pleasure to contribute under various Presidents
Including Hoover, Roosevelt, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson
The issues ranged from civil defense to war production
Also, I contributed on the rehabilitation of the physically handicapped
No doubt the longer you live the more honors you may get
In 1984, the USA Government issued a stamp reflecting my work
At the age of 86, I was appointed to a resident lecture post at MIT
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
My philosophy was that people have the right to fulfill their potential
They can only do this if they have work, and learn how to improve
Innovation in, and at, work is continually needed
Together with my husband, that is what I did
Our work later received acclaim in different ways
Two of our children wrote a book called Cheaper by the Dozen
It was later used as a theme for a film called Belles on Their Toes
Someone said that I was the First Lady of Engineering
Others have said I was the First Lady of Business Psychology
Both are indeed compliments
Neither could have been achieved without my husband, Frank Gilbreth.

Frank Gilbreth

© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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Lillian Gilbreth
Achievements
Lillian Gilbreth was one of the first female engineers and also a psychologist.
Her work covered many areas and she was an adviser to the US government
on various topics including civil defence and the rehabilitation of the
physically handicapped. Her professional career started with her marriage
to husband Frank, which was both a partnership and inspiration. They
worked together in their studies of time and motion. Lillian became a noted
psychologist and wrote books for managers; also for women, on home
management.
Lillian gained substantial recognition by the American Society of Civil
Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the American
Psychological Association. She was a Professor at a number of universities
and also served as an adviser to five USA Presidents.
In addition to producing 12 children, Lillian was an early example of the
‘working mother’. Her marriage to Frank inspired two of their children to
write a book about their amazing lives (Cheaper by the Dozen), which was
subsequently twice translated into films. She lived a long and active life
before her death at the age of 92.

Recognition
Lillian’s portrait by Frank Stanley Herring is displayed at the National
Portrait Gallery in Washington D.C.
The Smithsonian Institute in Washington hosted an exhibition called ‘On
Time’ in which Lillian and her husband Frank feature prominently. Due
to changing exhibitions, ‘On Time’ may only be available online, via the
Institute’s website.
The New Jersey Institute of Technology hosts an annual colloquium in
honour of Lillian, which brings female leaders in business, academia and
industry together to talk about their careers, successes and research.
The Psychology of Management was re-released in paperback in 2008.
As I Remember: An Autobiography
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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Susannah Holmes

1764-1825
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I was sent to a mixed-sex prison, in 1783
There were more men than women in the jail
One needed to be strong to survive
Henry Cable befriended me
We both came from a Suffolk village called Surlingham
Before long, we were lovers
Not that there was much privacy in the jail
Henry had been in a gang of thieves, led by his father
The others were hung, but Henry, the youngest, was spared
We were both sent to Norwich Prison
I had also been sentenced to death for stealing
Because I was young, the judge recommended a reprieve
But, I still had to serve a long sentence
The prison was an overcrowded, filthy place
Despite the conditions, I gave birth to a son in February 1786
We named him Henry, after his father
Keeping him alive in prison was difficult
In mid 1786, we were told that we would be moved
‘Where to?’ I asked Mr Simpson, one of the jail officers
‘You are going to New South Wales,’ he replied
‘Never heard of it,’ I said
‘It is at the other end of the Earth,’ he added in a grim tone
In the next few days, rumours began to circulate
We were being deported to a desolate island across the oceans
A life sentence by another name
In October, I was sent to Plymouth for deportation
It was a long 200 mile journey in a horse-drawn truck
We bounced up and down on the cobbled roads
I tried to protect my son from the rain and wind
Mr John Simpson escorted us and did his best to help
However, when I arrived at the port there was a big shock
The Captain refused to let me take my son on board
He said that his list only referred to convicts
‘The young boy has not committed any crimes,’ he said with a snarl
He ordered that my baby be taken from me
I screamed and cried, as I knew I would never see my child again
John Simpson, the prison officer, pleaded with the Captain
It was to no avail
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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Amazingly, Mr Simpson offered to help me
‘Give me the baby,’ he said, ‘I will go to London and get permission’
I gave him my baby and he set off on the long 250 mile journey
Travelling by horse, it took him nearly two weeks
Arriving in London, he made enquiries as to what to do
He discovered that Lord Sydney was in charge of deportations
Despite his best efforts, a formal meeting could not be arranged
Time was ticking by and John Simpson had little money
However, he would not be put off and decided on a bold approach
He went to Lord Sydney’s house and waited for him to appear
It was not an easy task for a local jailor to talk to a powerful man
When his Lordship saw John Simpson with my baby, he stopped

Lord Sydney

On hearing the problem, Lord Sydney agreed to let my son go with me
A deportation document was signed to be given to the ship’s captain
Lord Sydney also agreed the father of my son, Henry, should join me
Mr Simpson made the long return journey, resting at pubs en route
People heard his story and donated money and presents for my son
On December 25th 1786, Mr Simpson arrived with the permit
Amongst great joy and tears of relief, he gave me back my baby
It was the best Christmas present that I could ever receive
Mrs Jackson, who he met en route, was particularly helpful
She gave him a number of gifts
They included some money, valued at 20 pounds
Captain Sinclair said he would guard all the gifts during the journey
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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On Sunday May 13th 1787, a gun was fired and we set sail
For the next nine months, we rolled and tossed on the high seas
Dreadful damp days of sea sickness and despair
The waves crashed down on us and I feared for our lives

Convict Ship

En route, we stopped at Tenerife in June 1787
Eight weeks later, we arrived in Rio de Janeiro
As prisoners, we were not allowed to leave the ship
Then, it was another long voyage to the Cape of Good Hope
There was nothing good about it and very little hope
Once again, we set sail across rough seas
For eight weeks, we did not see any land
The journey was a punishment in itself
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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Eventually, on January 18th 1788 we arrived at another prison
All on the suggestion from Captain Cook and Joseph Banks
Botany Bay was 10,000 miles from England
They had only spent a couple of days there in 1770
It was like arriving at another planet

Governor Phillip did not like the place and set off on a search
As a result, we moved to Port Jackson, which became known as Sydney
There were 12 ships and the men disembarked
But, the 191 women were kept on board for another week
On reaching shore, I quickly found my boyfriend Henry Cable
He was overjoyed to see me and our son
That night, he asked me to marry him
Happiness amongst so much desolation and danger
Governor Phillip agreed to our marriage
In Norwich Prison, it would not have been allowed
On February 10th 1788, both aged 19, we married
It was a Sunday and Reverend Richard Johnson officiated
Three other couples were also married
The first marriages in the colony, not yet a country
But, we had no home and there was no honeymoon
Violent storms with thunder and lightning were scary
There was little food and there were only a few tents to live in
It was no place to tend a baby and sanitation was non-existent
The first of many challenges and another one arose
The ship’s Captain refused to give me the gifts and money
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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He denied all knowledge of receiving them
So began a key legal case in the history of Australia
Could a convicted prisoner sue a ship’s captain?
Henry petitioned Governor Phillip to put the Captain on trial
To his credit, he did so on July 5th 1788
Would a convict’s word be believed against that of a ship’s captain?
The Court was an army officer, the church minister and an official
Captain Sinclair was found guilty and told to repay the money
I received 15 pounds of the original sum

However, it was incredible that we were able to gain justice
In England, the convict was legally dead, with no rights to sue
Despite the Captain being declared guilty, he was not made a convict
We had been jailed and sent ‘down under’ for far less
Others, including Henry’s relatives, had been hung for similar crimes
Nevertheless, it was a momentous decision
Governor Phillip had set the mark for justice in the new colony
It showed the rule of law would prevail
It was the start of the principle of what we called a ‘fair go’
Setting the standards, regardless of each person’s position or rank
Yet, we were not equal in our new land
We were still convicts and there was no place to spend the money
The guards, the military and officials had great power over us
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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Each day was hard labour, usually in hot conditions
However, we wanted to increase our family
On December 5th 1788 our daughter Dianna was born
Times were tough as food was scarce
Our chances of surviving in the harsh conditions were low
The British Government had abandoned us

Governor Arthur Phillip

Governor Phillip, to his credit, did his best to manage the situation
However, because of the poor land, it was difficult to grow food
There were also dangers from attacks by the aboriginals
After two years, we were reduced to half rations
Only then did ships arrive with new convicts, but little food
We were creating a new society in a wilderness
Fortunately, some aborigines helped us learn some survival skills
The rest was up to our native wit and ability to learn quickly
But, we were still prisoners
The prison warders could be brutal and gave severe beatings
We were in the largest open-air prison in the world
On an island from which there was no escape
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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A place where illness could rarely be cured
It was best to accept the primitive conditions and work hard
Henry and I set up home and built our family
In 1791 our son Enoch was born
Tragically, he died when only two years old
However, my other children all survived infancy
In total, I had eight boys and three girls, with the last born in 1806
By that time, I was 40 years of age
As a family, we formed a good team
I became emancipated after serving my sentence
As the mother of our 11 children, I led a full life

Henry served his 14 years and became a free man
He established a number of businesses and made a good living
We also lived at The Rampant Horse Hotel as licensees
He was appointed a constable
Later, we owned a farm, a trading business and a shop
We were a founding family of Australia and proud of it
With the money Mr Simpson had collected, we started a business
Gradually, improvements were made
Yet, there was still punishment and cruelty all around
We focused on our family
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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We were both determined to give our children a better life
I did not choose to be a ‘Founding Mother’ of Australia
But, I am proud to have been one
My thoughts, however, returned to England
I never saw my family, or the country of my birth, again
Mr Simpson, the prison warder, was my hero
Sadly, he never knew what he really achieved
Like Henry and myself, I believe that he was a founder of Australia
If ever there was a true godfather it was John Simpson
He saved my son and helped form a new family in a new country.

Susannah Holmes
Achievements
Susannah Holmes was amongst the first convict immigrants sent to Australia.
She had been sent to jail originally in Norwich, England, for petty theft.
Susannah met Henry Cable whilst in Norwich Prison, where they became
parents of a son. In 1788, Susannah was sent on the First Fleet to New South
Wales. However, Captain Sinclair refused to take her son on board, saying
the child was not a criminal and not on his list of passengers.

© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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Susannah was eventually permitted to take her baby on board the ship to
New South Wales, one of the few convicts allowed to take their children
with them. This was thanks to the prison warder, John Simpson. He made
the arduous journey to London and met with Lord Sydney to obtain a travel
permit for Susannah’s baby and also for the father, Henry Cable.
Along the way, John Simpson collected gifts and 20 pounds for Susannah’s
child. The gifts were placed into the hands of Sinclair, the ship’s captain,
who promised to guard the money. Once in New South Wales, Henry and
Susannah were amongst the first group of people to be married. In the years
to follow, they raised 11 children and became one of the founding families of
Australia’s new society.
In June 1788, Susannah made history as the first convict in a civil legal case
in Australia. Aided by her husband Henry Cable, she won her case against
the ship’s captain, who had not returned the money for her baby. The Cables
received 15 pounds. However, there were no shops where they could spend
their money. Instead, they put it into business ventures. When Henry’s
sentence was served, he became one of the leading entrepreneurs in the new
colony. The thousands of descendants of the Cables, now spelt as Kable, have
made major contributions to Australia.

Recognition
Port Jackson in Sydney, New South Wales, is the site of the first European
settlement in Australia, of which Susannah was a key figure. Now containing
Sydney Harbour, Sydney Opera House and the Sydney Harbour Bridge, it is
clear to see how far it has developed since Susannah’s time.
The story of Susannah and Henry is told in Peter Bellamy’s opera, The
Transports. (For information, see - http://www.thetransports.com/). The
proceedings of the civil court case referred to as Cable v Sinclair is recorded
in the annals of Australian law, as mentioned at: http://www.law.mq.edu.au/
scnsw/html/Cable%20v%20Sinclair,%201788.htm.
Also, there is a restaurant in Sydney called Kable’s Restaurant. Apart from
these mentions, Susannah Holmes has received little recognition for her
contribution to Australian life.
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The Author
Dr Charles Margerison is a Chartered Psychologist,
a member of the Royal Institution and the Royal
Society of Literature. He is Chairman of Viewpoint
Resources Ltd, a publishing organization and the
founder of the Amazing People Club. Previously,
he was Professor of Management at the University
of Cranfield, UK and also at the University of
Queensland, Australia. He is the co-founder of Team
Management Systems and the Chairman of Bell
Hughes Music Group.
The author of more than ten books on management
issues, he has also written an innovative continuing professional development
system, called The Communication and Problem Solving Resource. This
provides the educational support resources for the use of the Amazing People
Series in schools and colleges.
The Amazing People Club Series commenced when Dr Margerison wondered
what people like William Shakespeare, Marie Curie, Abraham Lincoln, and
other great achievers would have said if he had interviewed them about their
life and work. Therefore, he decided to research the known facts about their
lives and write up what he thought they would say. In particular, he focussed
on the psychological issues associated with their personalities and how they
used their time and talents well in order to achieve. The stories give us an
insight into their motivation and relationships with other people.
This unique range of stories is presented via a new concept called
BioViews® that combines a biography with a virtual interview. The stories
are an interpretation of the lives of amazing people, as in a theatre play. Each
one is presented as if the person is talking to you personally. Every line of a
BioView® has a meaning that provides a fact or an interpretation, or raises a
question. There are no full stops, as in traditional writing, except at the end.
The intention is to create the flow of conversation as in an interview.
BioViews® offer new and interesting ways of understanding major
contributions to our world by amazing people. The stories are inspirational
and we hope they can help you achieve your ambitions in your own journey
through life.
© Dr Charles J Margerison - The Amazing People Club
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Amazing People Club Team
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Marion Andersson – Marketing Co-ordinator
Lauren Paris – Promotions Co-ordinator
Rodney Bain - Creative Project Manager - Varjak Designs
James Maxwell - Graphic Designer
Simon Gilchrist - Graphic Designer
Dennis Bedson - Locations Illustrator
Paul Harris - Chief Audio Engineer
Jennifer Harris - Audio Co-ordinator
James Rix - Audio Engineer, UK
Gregory Robinson - Audio Engineer, USA
Henry Labinski – Video Co-ordinator
Dr Charles Margerison - President and Author
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To further explore the series visit

www.amazingpeopleclub.com
Join the Club
If you want to do more in your life, then please join us. The
Amazing People Club provides information for those who
wish to develop their talents and abilities.
You can do so, by joining the Amazing People Club to share experiences. It
is free to sign in. You will learn a lot about amazing people and how to make
your own life even more amazing. Join me as a time traveller.
http://www.amazingpeopleclub.com/join
®
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Disclaimer
BioView® and the Amazing People Club® are registered trademarks.
The published materials, under these marks, represent the views of the author.
A BioView® story is a scripted virtual interview based on research about a person’s life and times. As in any
story, the words indicate only an interpretation of what the individuals mentioned in the BioViews® could
have said. While the interpretations are based on available research, they do not purport to represent the
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